Enjoying an outing on the Bellinger River. The
boat in the foreground is Putten (Rob Hardy) and
following is Chenonetta (Kate Dixon).
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– Photograph by David Hardy
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Scuttlebutt

PPrreessiiddeennttss RReeppoorrtt

Alan Stannard

A

most enjoyable and excellent meeting was held in March when
our guest speaker, owner/author of www.boatregister.net, Mori
Flapan enlightened 66 members and guests with his detailed and
entertaining presentation of the 40 foot timber workboats. Mori
keep our attention by showing some very interesting early
photographs, particularly the building of these boats on a production
line. These boats were and still are used for varied applications on
many waterways throughout Australia.

Please show your support by attending and a reminder that visitors
are always very welcome at our meetings.
Alan
During our recent road travels, Judy and I stopped at the town of
Renmark, S.A; for a cup of tea on the river bank, to our surprise this
very, interesting “Vessel” came sailing past on the mighty Murray
River.
Have a good look at these photographs and it is amazing what is

To support Mori’s presentation we had on loan from David Glasson, a
beautiful scale model of a 40 foot workboat. Many members and
guest took the time after our meeting to chat with Mori and to
discuss the scale model boat with David.
Mori is always appreciative to receive any relevant information for his
boat register.
A thank you to Peter Gossell and Bob Ellis for donating navigation
lights for our WBA boatshed mock up, our boatshed is a flat pack,
travelling unit and allows us to display our wares and promote the
WBA at various festivals and shows.
Various newsletters from interstate Wooden Boat Associations, the
Tassie Guild and the Steam Boat Association are often available if
members would like to read them.
A feature of the
Goolwa
Boat
Festival recently
held in South
Australia was a
display of a
9.0m
timber
rudder complete
with its rudder
stock from the
City of Adelaide,
a once gracious
sailing ship that
sailed
to
Australia on many occasions. There are plans afoot to have this
timber sailing ship brought out from the UK aboard a heavy lift ship
and for the City of Adelaide to be placed on permanent public display
in Port Adelaide, South Australia.

carried aboard this vessel, i.e. a sea eagles nest, many coffee/tea
mugs hung out to dry and check out the name on the sign board
M.V. WILITSINKORWONTIT.

A very small
paddle wheeler
seen at Goolwa

Disclaimer: Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the
Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s only. The Editor
and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed
at such forums.

City of Adelaide's rudder, Goolwa, S.A.
At our April meeting we will have as guest speaker Ian Smith, Ian and
his wife Trish recently visited the “Risor Wooden Boat Festival –
Norway” this promises to be an excellent presentation about the
Norwegian festival and the type of wooden boats displayed.
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Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain
risks which include the possibility of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or
persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such risks
will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of
themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or continue any
particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
Contributions to ‘Scuttlebutt’ by members of the Association are most
welcome. Contributions may be edited before publication at the Editor’s
discretion. By submitting any material for publication, the Contributor warrants
that he/she is the copyright owner and consents to both the editing of the
material and its publication in ‘Scuttlebutt’ and on the Association’s website on
a royalty free basis. Material for publication should preferably be submitted as
‘soft’ copy although ‘hard’ copy will be accepted, preferably typed.
Photographs in digital (jpg) format or prints are acceptable.

TTH
HRREEEE RRIIVVEERRSS IIN
N TTH
HRREEEE DDAAYYSS
from Rob Hardy
On the Front Cover
Rob Hardy in his vessel Putten with his wife
Fran and Barbara & Bob Tullett. Rob has
allowed Bob Tullett to handle the tiller as
Bob does not get much practice these days.
Putten is a 16' clinker built, open launch,
6'8" beam, powered by a single cylinder
Simplex engine. The boat and engine were
built about 1950 (it is the original engine
although rebuilt) and the age is from the
engine manufacturers records based on the
engine number. Rob has owned Putten
since 1998 when she was bought as a wreck having been on the
bottom for some time. A year was spent rebuilding the boat at
home. Putten has been used extensively over the past 14 years.
In the week they were away, about 20 litres of fuel was used. At a
consumption rate of just under a litre per hour, say 22 hours of
running at about 5 knots, or 110 nautical miles (about 200 km), it is
certainly economical boating.
If you were the owner of a wooden boat with a trailer, what better
activity could you enjoy than to join up with a group of similarly
minded people and spend a number of days exploring coastal rivers
for the first time? Well, that is exactly the activity which was held in
March on the mid north coast of NSW.
Boat owners from Sydney to Gladstone came together to enjoy a
number of days in each other's company, socially and on the water.
Many were WBA members. This now annual holiday gathering was
centered in the little town of Mylestom on the Bellinger River, just
south of Coffs Harbour. No organising committee, no association or
club, just a matter of the word being spread. Many of the group
stayed for a week
to have a real
holiday.
Our aim was to
explore
three
rivers in three
days!
The first day saw
nine
boats
launched
at
Macksville on the
Nambucca
River
and the plan was
to journey to Nambucca Heads for lunch. Quite a variety of craft
assembled and it was not long before a small crowd of admirers
turned up.

The Launching of Tarcoola

One boat of special note was the 15' rowing boat TARCOOLA which

Tarcoola under way on the Nambucca River

was having its first feel of salt water since her owner, Peter had
completely rebuilt and restored her. Found abandoned in a farm
shed on the upper reaches of the Clarence River at Grafton,
TARCOOLA is over 75 years old and built from NZ kauri. Peter
replaced most of the ribs and most of the fastenings over a period of
three years. The end result was just magnificent and the boat looked
like it was being launched for the first time. With the aid of an
electric outboard, Tarcoola was rowed all the way to Nambucca
Heads.
This section of river is wide but still interesting, passing oyster farms
and
grazing
areas.
It was about a 2
hour run to
Nambucca
Heads and the
boats
came
ashore behind
the breakwater
on a delightful
beach
with
shade
and
picnic
tables.
We made quite
The fleet on the beach at Nambucca Heads
a sight and it
was not long
before the locals came down to look and ask questions. We even
had a visit from the local radio station announcer, who conducted an
interview for their Saturday morning program “Salt Water People".
The broadcast even included the sound of a Simplex motor being
started.
A dinner had been planned, so we did not have too much time to
spare and so set off home except for TOBY II and CHENONETTA who
wished to explore Warrell Creek. They went a good distance up the
creek, came back with good reports and we have it earmarked for a
future run. The locals claimed that on the right tide you are able to
motor as far as Scotts Head which would be a good long trip.
TOBY II had only just returned from a five week adventure in
Tasmania where they took part in the Australian Wooden Boat
Festival in Hobart, before travelling to the South Australian Wooden
Boat Show held at the
river port of Goolwa.
TOBY II was awarded
the best half cabin boat
at the Goolwa Boat
Festival.
Another
boat
of
interest in the fleet was
NARNIA from Brisbane.
This boat was the
actual boat used in the
filming of the movie of
the same name.
River
2
was
the
Bellinger River. For this
run we were joined by
RIVER
JOY,
a
magnificent clinker half
cabin launched owned
by John and Joy who
came all the way from Boats moored for lunch on the Kalang River
Gladstone.
Built in
2004 and recently fitted with a brand new electric start Simplex
engine, she looked very comfortable.
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Our run commenced at the Mylestom boat ramps and we travelled
without problem apart from keeping an eye out for flood debris. The
weekend is chosen around a middle of the day high tide. This is
necessary for the boats to clear a number of shallow areas, some of
which have been caused by pioneering graziers dumping rocks in the
river bed to create crossings for their cattle. This tide allows us to
motor upstream with the current and also return with the current.
The aim of the trip was to reach the town of Bellingen. With the tide
high and the river flow banking up against the tide, we were able this
trip to negotiate the last couple of miles up a shallow fast flowing
stretch, known as the rapids. Above the rapids the water is crystal
clear and refreshingly cool. The remains of the old Bellingen Wharf
can be seen; however there is a word of warning that there are two
broken off piles just below the surface. It was at the town of
Bellingen that the sailing vessel ALMA DOEPEL was built.
We stopped for lunch below the rapids and many had a swim in the
clean fresh water. The afternoon return was extremely pleasant. The
Bellinger Valley has some beautiful scenery with the greenest
pastures and the backdrop of the Dorrigo Mountains rising
majestically behind. The second river run had us all in the mood for
the big bbq dinner in the camp kitchen back at the holiday park. For
this day, we had nearly 20 boats in the fleet
River 3 was the Kalang River. The Kalang is sometimes referred to as
the south arm of the Bellinger River as the two rivers join just
downstream of Urunga before running out to sea at Urunga Heads.
Launching again from Mylestom we preceded down the Bellinger
River and then upstream into the Kalang River near Urunga. This day
we had all been invited to a friend's riverfront home on the Kalang at

Fran & Rob Hardy with Putten on the upper reaches of the Kalang
River

Newry Island for a bbq lunch. Newry Island is quite large and more
than an hour is needed for the run right around. Our friends had
enlisted the help of their friends and neighbours and all were quite
excited at the prospect of the boats arriving. A dock master had
been appointed and in no time, we had NARNIA, JUDY ANN,
PUTTEN, SELKIE, CHENONETTA, FAT ALBERT, MELKIRDAN, THE OLD
BAILEY and TOBY II safely moored. Plates of savouries were handed
around ahead of a big bbq lunch finished off by tea and coffee on
the veranda. Even a few bottles were emptied! Truly marvellous
hosts and a fabulous day which will not be forgotten by any who
attended. The two border collie mascots from TOBY II were
delighted to find two more of their kind to play with.
The return trip was shortened by the arrival of a brisk southerly
change and I understand that some new speed records were created
on the downwind run home.
Three fantastic days on three rivers in the company of great friends.
It doesn't get any better!
Rob Hardy - PUTTEN
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THE PITTWATER REPORT
from Splinter
Sorry for the absence of a report for a while, too many balls in the air
I'm afraid.
It is good to report that all five boats from the Pittwater fleet have
returned safely from the Australian Wooden Boat Festival held in
Hobart from 8th to 11th February.
The festival itself was fantastic with wooden boats of all types and
sizes on display including all the associated bits to build, restore or
maintain them. I personally hadn't been to the festival since 2007
and it was amazing to see how much it had grown and the standard
of the whole event was the equal of anything overseas. It is hard to
imagine how it
could
be
improved.
Yachts
departing from
Pittwater were
Camille,
Fare
Thee
Well,
Marama
and
Narawi
and
motor
cruiser
Winifred.
Most
had
stories
of
woe
Winifred at the festival
to tell after the
trip south which reinforces the need for thorough preparation before
taking on this trip. The weather, as always, was a big factor causing
the boats to be delayed in port at various places on the way south,
some in Eden for as much as a week. Unfortunately Fare Thee Well
suffered damage on the bar at Batemans Bay and was unable to
make it to Hobart and she returned to Pittwater after repairs. The
trip home was just as frustrating with constant stiff nor’easters, which
would have been welcome for the trip south, and a strong southerly
current making progress north difficult.
I sailed home aboard Camille and after departing Hobart we enjoyed
a good run up the east coast of Tasmania and across Banks Strait to
the
west
side
of
Flinders
Island. We
enjoyed
overnight
anchorages
in
Norfolk
Bay, Great
Musselrowe
Bay, Badger
Island,
Roland
Island, and
Deal Island
Marama in the Derwent River
where
we
went ashore and visited the historic lighthouse. The run from Deal
Island to Eden was a motoring exercise for the most part. After
departing Eden things got interesting, an overnight rest stop in
Kiama turned into an enforced four day stopover because of a nasty
little mini tornado which came down the coast and trashed the town.
We were unable to get from the yacht to the wharf for two days as
the surge in the harbour was so bad. The trip home from Eden was
also tough, but I will finish by saying if you ever get the chance to do
this trip DO IT......

Camille in Kiama before the tornado
Safe sailing, Splinter.

Next Meeting Tuesday 9th April

Ian Smith ‘Risør Wooden Boat Festival – Norway’

New Member

We welcome one new member this month:
 Reece Herbison from Hornsby
We look forward to seeing you at our meetings.

Raffle Prize Winners

The two winners of our
March
meeting
raffle
clutching their goodies.
The winners in the raffle
were:
1st prize
and
2nd prize

THIS YEAR 2013
April 9
May 14
June 11
July 9
July 26 – 28
August 13
September 10
October 8
November 2-3
November 12
November 15–17
December 10

Alan Williams
Gayle Smith

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some
of the incidents the author has survived in over half a
century of messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to
relate to in these escapades from
around the world and they will
bring a wry smile to any boaters’
lips. The author’s wonderfully witty
cartoons
help
bring
these
anecdotes to life. All these stories
are true so WBA member Alan
Williams writes under a pen name so that his
architectural clients do not think they are entrusting their work to a seagoing
Mr Bean. Copies are available from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less
on Amazon. WBA members can get copies from Alan at meetings for $20.

— — ON THE HORIZON — —

WBA meeting – Guest speaker Ian Smith ‘Risør Wooden Boat Festival – Norway’.
WBA meeting – Guest speaker Angelia Catterns – ‘Boats of my life’.
WBA meeting – Presentation by the winner of the Hal Harpur Award 2012.
WBA meeting – tba
Timber & Working with Wood Show, Sydney Olympic Park. See www.iexh.com.au
WBA meeting – Guest speaker John Diacopoulos ‘From Workboat to Day boat’.
WBA meeting – to be advised
WBA meeting – Guest speaker, Peter Kershaw ‘Rebuilding of the UTIEKAH II’
Timber Boat Festival, RMYC, Pittwater. http://www.royalmotor.com.au/
WBA meeting – Annual General Meeting
Narooma BoatsAfloat Festival
WBA meeting – Hal Harpur Award winner/end of year dinner 2013.

NEXT YEAR 2014
January 14
February 11
March 11

WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
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FOR SALE
“ZENA”

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free
of charge if the member’s name and phone no.
appear. Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad
(maximum 25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run
for two issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an
extension. Submissions close on the 21st of each
month
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 5 for details.

International
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Square

Metre

FOR SALE

Wooden Boat magazines. approx 70 - 1990s to
early 2000s $3.00 ea. or $150 the lot. Can bring
to meetings. Phone Dick 9520 7557 or 0414
452 075.

FOR SALE

Bella is one of the Couta fishing boats built by

FOR SALE

JLH, as featured on front cover of Scuttlebutt,
Aug. 2011

Alex Lacco for commercial use in Port Philip in
the 1950’s. She has been refurbished and well
preserved and has been in Sydney for 25 years.
She is a round bilge 6.2m launch with transom
stern and small cabin house. Hull is reported
to be kauri with plywood deck, and small
Oregon signal mast.
Inventory includes: Original Volvo twin cylinder
diesel MD7A, Life jackets, mooring lines,
fenders, running lights, electric bilge pump,
boat hook, danforth anchor and chain, cockpit
storm cover etc.
A classic not to be missed.
HIN is AU–WWA 063258D79 Maritime NSW #
AAM639N
now $13,950 or offers
Contact Nigel Stoke 02 9922 4355 /
nigel@stoke.net.au
Built by President Shipwright Services at
Drummoyne – basically a replica of Cinema, the
first licensed fishing boat in NSW - as featured
in the WBA publication, Australian Wooden
Boats.
LOA 18ft, beam
7ft. Draft 2½ft.
Planking
Richmond
River
pine on Spotted
Gum timbers.
Sole 13 HP, 2 cyl.
diesel, with 60 litre
tank. Cuddy cabin.
$29,500 or best
offer.
Phone John or
Peter on 02 9181 3467

FOR SALE

Vintage metal lathe on stand with flywheel and
lots of bits. May have been a treadle machine
but now has motor (not fitted).
Suit someone who understands these things
(not me!) Valued at $800 a few years ago but I
think
that
was
a
tad
optimistic.
Have a look, have a wine and make an offer.
Epping. David Verity 0407 111 123
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“Sharpie”. Length 6.0m, Beam 1.4m, Sail area
12m2. Built Victoria, circa 1950. Restored in
90’s with new deck and mast.
As new
galvanized trailer (manf. 2011). Occasional
competitor in the Sydney Amateur Sailing
Club’s Gaffers Regattas since early 1980’s.
Winner of Div. 2 in 2011.
A great chance to buy a traditional racing
gaffer which is sweet to sail and easy to
upkeep. Selling with reluctance, but I need to
rationalise my wooden boat fleet!
$5,000 including trailer. Located Sydney.
Malcolm Boyd
0412 797 479
msboyd@ozemail.com.au

FOR SALE

Harrison Butler pocket cruiser Thuella, 24’ LOA,
7’1” beam, 4‘ draft: Built Melbourne mid ‘50’s:
Balanced, solid and an even classic double
ender, carvel hull, Huon pine/gum ribs.

Professionally painted + anti fouled Nov ’12
stripped back to planks, filled + faired with
minor re caulking- excellent tight hull. Yacht
owned by succession of shipwrights. Powered
by a well maintained 2nd hand 18 hp Volvo P
2002 with low hours + recon'd original VP
starter motor plus other bits & pieces e.g. new
engine mounts. Standing rigging replaced ‘09
plus new spectra halyards (4) along with
Oregon mast overhauled, new mast light
fittings, wiring including anchor lights + LED
mast head+ 2 new marine batteries. New SS
internal chain plates, stem bow fitting and
brushbox samson post. Warm interior of teak,
cedar and silver ash + leather cover'd
seating/sleeping berths for tall folk- Full
custom boat cover doubles as batten'd shade
tent at mooring. Full complement of workable
sails + spinnaker. Original bronze fittings plus
radio/s (not installed) All the hard structural
work now complete - just minor internal
varnishing required. $19.500 ONO Reluctant
sale.
Boat moored North Harbour, Call
Cleveland Rose mob 0413 930 002

A
Annttii--ffoouull P
Paaiinnttss aanndd aaddddiittiivveess
A light hearted view on bottom paint
additives
Ever since man first
launched a boat, he
has endeavoured
to
keep
little
critters off the
bottom of the
vessel.
These
organisms
that
attach to the hull
can
affect
a
vessel's
performance and
durability.
Commonly used over
the centuries were mixtures of whale oil, rosin and
brimstone, (white stuff) or a mixture of tar and
pitch, (black stuff) and raw, uncut Cod Liver Oil.
The British Navy figured they had solved the
problem back in the 18th century by cladding the
bottom of the vessels with copper or Muntz metal
sheathing. Unfortunately, within a few years they
recognized that there was a reaction with the iron
fastenings that were used to hold the vessels
together.
The inventor of anti-fouling paint was Captain
Ferdinand Gravert, born in 1847 in Glückstadt
(Schleswig-Holstein, now in Germany but then
Danish), who first sold his chemical formula in 1913.
Anti-fouling paint or bottom paint is a specialized
coating applied to the hull of a ship or boat in
order to slow the growth of organisms that attach
to the hull. Hull coatings may have other functions
in addition to their anti-fouling properties, such as
acting as a barrier against corrosion on metal hulls,
or improving the flow of water past the hull of a
vessel.
Boat owners will always be willing to enter into a
lively discussion on anti-foul paint. Some will
remark how well the brand they use and how long
it lasts. Others will tell you that brand X is better
than brand Y but if your boat is moored at location
A, you should use brand Z bottom paint. Longevity
of the paint depends on many factors including
water temperature, salinity and how frequently the
boat is used.
But, since the chore of anti-fouling is required
generally every year, recreational boaties are
continually looking at ways to extend the bottom
coat life and effectiveness.
Let’s examine some of the conjured additives:
 Cayenne pepper
If cayenne pepper is
good, hotter peppers should be better.
Cayenne is about 30K Scoville Units (the
standard measure of how hot something is),
while Habanero or Scotch Bonnet peppers are
300K Scovilles. So get yourself to a Mexican
grocery store and buy some dried Habanero
peppers and grind 'em up in a blender. Let the
dust settle for at least half an hour before
opening the top, then handle with gloves and a
dust mask (seriously!) and mix them in as soon
as you can. Breathing the dust is truly not
advised. If you can find some Habanero
pepper extract, that's even better, more
concentrated, but make sure it's an oil-based
extract with no extraneous stuff like vinegar,
otherwise it may not mix right with the paint.
 herbicide, e.g. Roundup, a herbicide used
to kill weeds. It was discovered by a Monsanto
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chemist in 1970. Probably only useful for
reducing the weed on the hull. Be aware that
there is a warning on the product not to allow
it to enter sewers, streams, ponds etc. So not
good for aquatic life.
 TBT (tributyl tin)
Yes,
It
is
illegal,
however, it is a legal additive to bathroom
paint as a mould preventative and can be
purchased in most paint stores.
TBT is
extremely toxic to shellfish. If you put this into
your bottom paint you are breaking the law...in
addition to being a very poor steward of the
environment.
Recently, concern has been
raised about the presence of Tributyl Tin (TBT)
in disposable nappies. While it was banned as
an additive in bottom paint in the EU some
years before the USA took similar action, there
were stories that many Brits would sail cross
the Atlantic just to have their boats anti-fouled!
 chilli powder, cayenne pepper and a dash of
cinnamon and nutmeg sounds like a great
organic solution! At least we can lick the paint
brush to clean up! I know a WBA member that
has tried some chilli powder with reported
success. Provides an authentic meaning to the
dish Chilli Crab. Imagine, little crabs scuttling
up the mooring line with beads of sweat
pouring off their little crab foreheads, faces
turning bright red, fanning their crab mouths
with their claws, gasping for air, gulping beer,
eating bread.... ANYTHING to cool their little
crab tongues!
 curry powder and mustard powder
This story is from a boatie that applied a 5050 mix of curry powder and mustard powder
brew to one side of his vessel with the other
side done with the same brand of anti fouling
from the same can so there is no way that a
different result can be claimed to anything but
the adding of the powder. The result was VERY
NOTICABLE.
“I added a coffee mug of Curry powder (the hottest
I could buy) and likewise of Mustard powder to a
10 litre pail of anti fouling. Cost was under $15
for the powders. The paint required about the
usual time of mixing but some of the powder was
'lumpy' and needed to be reduced to its powder
form before adding to the anti-fouling.”
 Other chemical additives
From time to
time, various companies have marketed specific
additives for bottom paint with claims that it
“doubles the life of the anti-fouling properties”,
is “an anti-fungus and anti-algae agent”,
“additive loaded with the newest biocide

technology available”. Another additive I heard
of the other day is Tetracycline powder, (an
animal liver medicine). Long distance cruising
yachties are claiming to get 3 to 5 years with
'Tetra" added. Two fellows report over seven
years with no growth.
I don’t know of any scientific research that shows
any of these additives do anything more to prevent
fouling. Manufacturers are continually researching
improved formulae for environmentally safe bottom
paint. Companies large and small continue to
battle for position within the bottom coatings
market by tempting boat owners with this year’s
hottest products. We are not saying that any of
these prescriptions would work, but if it makes you
feel better, go for it.
Hey, you could even add some peptides to the antifoul to improve performance!

Our page 8 story ................
Further to our recent discussion on Rocking Chairs, this is an article
published in Hawsepipe by Drive Marine Services

Wooden Plycycle
The Plycycle builder works for a timber company that makes plywood and he
had a bet with one of the
machine operators that he
could make a bike and ride it
from Melbourne to Myrtleford
in a day (approximately
300km)!
He used Bote Cote Non
Yellowing Epoxy Resin and
Clear Aquacote Topcoat to
finish it with our Clear System
to make his bike.
Drive
Marine
were
able
to
understand his requirements
and provided follow up
product support. Therefore
he sourced all of his materials
through us due to our product
knowledge and willingness to
provide product support. The other thing that enabled to support this
customer remotely is the advanced technology of the BoatCraft Product range
which makes them the safest and easiest to use and we can send them
economically through the POST or standard courier as they are not classed as
Dangerous Goods unlike other Epoxies &
polyurethanes in the market place.
He is also looking to make a lightweight bike.
However, rather than being hollow he is
planning to make a core out of Balsa wood
and
then
laminating a few
layers
of
thin
hardwood ply with
a
bamboo
ply
outer layer for
abrasion
resistance.
By
having a Balsa core
it
will
prevent
buckling failure modes allowing for thinner wall
sections.
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The bike that impresses him at the moment is the Axalko "Bat". As an aside
there are two other Plycycle makers in Melbourne that he is aware of and they
are sharing ideas to develop their projects!
If you want to subscribe to Hawsepipe,
Bote.Cote@optusnet.com.au to be added to the list.
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